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At Hunters we design our services around you

Homes designed for people

That’s why our senior living and care team guide clients though design and 
delivery of care homes - delicately responding to the aspirations and needs of 
residents, visitors and staff.

We adapt our skills to suit the project

Generating great planning permission results and enabling the right services, 
the right look, the right feel, the right financial model in the right place for 
our clients. 

Structured delivery programmes

We are experts at resolving challenges (stopping them before they happen). 
We have clear delivery plans and focus on the job – providing an excellent 
service.

We do care

We have a dedicated team just for this sector. They know about care, they 
care about the result and, they work with our clients to design care homes of 
substance. That’s why we continually achieve gold in dementia design.

This brochure touches on some of those projects.



INNOVATION IN AGE
 
Later life is about living which is why Hunters are experts in 
dementia care. Scoring the highest ever Stirling University 
percentage for dementia design, we believe in the best for 
residents, staff and visitors.
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Grassy Meadow, Hillingdon

An eccentric mix of colour brightens the personal ‘winter gardens’ 
which contrast with the softer outside landscapes. The new homes have 
been built for the council and are 100% affordable rent. A new dementia 
centre with a secure courtyard are on hand. The development makes 
a significant contribution to improving the provision of high quality, 
affordable accommodation in the area for local elderly people. 

Designed as an Extra Care model with the view to provide a ‘Home for 
Life’, Hunters have worked towards the Gold dementia care design 
achievement. 

London Borough of Hillingdon
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Views to each flat are enhanced
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The scheme has a dementia centre and private courtyardPersonal winter gardens

8Bold colours contrast with softer landscape



Excalibur Estate  Lewisham

Part of a major regeneration project to replace post-war temporary 
pre-fabricated bungalows, this scheme incorporates homes for the over-
55s. These are located opposite the new Church of England church and 
community building for added security and support.

London & Quadrant

Senior housing embedded in mixed tenures9 10



Derwent Ward - Dementia Unit, Kingston Hospital

The functional elements including clear signs, non-slip matt flooring, 
symbols with no words and individually coloured rooms are all features 
put in place to help dementia patients distinguish where they are within 
the ward. Bold and bright was the daytime design strategy and calm 
and ordered at night - the new design has a 1950’s style and was kitted 
out with homely sofas, modern bathrooms, social spaces and different 
lighting to suit different uses.

This collaborative project worked due to the determination of the 
hospital, accepting ideas and challenging preconceptions of what it 
should look and feel like.

Kingston Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Use of homely sofas within the ward11 12
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Goodson Lodge, Trowbridge

This Hunters designed 64-bed development is split across two floors 
and designed to cater for people with dementia. It incorporates several 
key design features to promote reminiscence as therapy. This includes 
comfortable and homely household living areas in addition to a central 
communal area which includes a cinema, shop, hair salon, secured 
communal gardens and a café.

The Orders of St John Care Trust

SCORED 98% IN DEMENTIA CARE FROM STIRLING UNIVERSITY

Extended balconies overseeing the landscaped garden



Contemporary interiors

Gardens will mature delightfullyShared community spaces
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CALM, COOL AND COLLECTED
 
Part of what makes a care home successful is how it feels. The 
space, the light, the natural pleasures.  Even in the city, a view, a 
garden can make the difference in wellbeing.
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The Lakes, South Cerney

With 64 residential places, The Lakes is a modern, comfortable 
environment. It was designed specifically to enhance the quality of 
life of older people living with dementia. Every resident has access to 
comfortable and homely household living areas and the waterside position 
promotes an atmosphere of calmness and tranquillity. In-house ‘shops’ 
include a hairdressing salon and coffee shop. There is easy access to a 
safe outdoor terrace and entertainment room.

The Orders of St John Care Trust

GOLD AWARD FROM STIRLING UNIVERSITY

Light floods into hallways 



Strong use of colours21

External terracesTraditional local materials
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Dickens Yard, Ealing

A unique attitude to senior homes – active living in an urban centre – 
Dickens Yard is a contemporary fusion of rented homes (including for the 
elderly), luxury apartments and leisure facilities. Hunters directed the 
delivery process for the over-55 homes at this exceptionally high quality 
urban site. 

The priority is for elderly tenants who currently live in large council 
homes and want to downsize, so their houses can be refurbished and 
released to families. Nearly 700 new apartments are being built above 
shops with views over bustling streets or quiet garden terraces.

Catalyst

Affordable homes, luxury environment23 24
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Tight urban grainShared gardens

Flats have superb views



Fremantle Court, Stoke Mandeville

Our work at Fremantle Court in Stoke Mandeville has been awarded 
with the Gold Standard from Stirling University on Dementia Design. 
This accreditation is a highly-respected independent audit that assesses 
environments used by people with dementia. We met a series of criteria 
in design and operations specifically for dementia sufferers. 

This 90-bed home has one purpose in mind – to provide a happy, 
comfortable, desirable and safe place to live. Internally the home is six 
smaller, homely wings catering for a range of needs – frailty and general 
difficulty managing everyday life, people who are living with dementia 
and people who require nursing care. Each wing has its own sitting room, 
dining room and assisted bathroom, as well as 15 luxurious personal 
rooms providing a mix of intimate and communal spaces.

The Fremantle Trust

Natural wildlife garden27 28
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Each wing has it’s own community Breakout spaces

Comfortable living



MAKING LIFE EXCITING!
 
Senior Care shouldn’t mean boredom. That’s where retirement 
villages work, a trip to the cinema, a glass of wine with friends 
or chilling out in areas which feel ‘designed’. It is time for 
enjoyment.
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Girton Green, Cambridge

Girton Green provides the ultimate in luxury, outstanding facilities 
and a lively setting for the over-55s combined with on-site support. 
Extraordinary independent living services make this a very popular place. 
The focus was on leisure facilities, complete with a ‘relaxation centre’, 
spa, gym, boule court, hair stylists and cafe/restaurant gives freedom 
and fun to the residents. There are around 75 private ownership flats and 
flats to rent. Hunters played an executive role is detailing the design and 
completion of the homes.

Abbeyfield

Homes wrap around gardens33 34



Swimming pool, hot tub and sauna

Great eatingFunky living!
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Baycroft, Orpington

Acting for the operator Baycroft, a sub brand of One Housing Group, our 
Building Consultants are working as Tenant Representatives providing 
Project Management services on the just completed Great Baddow 
home. Residents at the luxury Chelmsford home can go to the cinema, 
library, spa, hairdressers and gym – all without venturing outdoors. On 
top of a stylish interior, 24-hour care is provided for the 64 bedroom 
home and it is a sister project to Grays Farm Road care home in 
Orpington which we recently completed.

One Housing Group

Hotel inspired reception37 38



Dining experience

Outside spaceFamily room
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DESIGNING FOR PEOPLE
 
Who else are we designing for? Private spaces, shared spaces, 
considered spaces - for people. That’s what makes our care 
homes popular.
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Willow Close, Newbury

Demonstrating that high quality spaces and finishes can be part of 
an affordable housing scheme, residents at Willow Close experience 
comfortable homes for the over 55’s. Designed to cap a park, the 
façades reinterpret the English Crescent linking public gardens with 
homes. Acting as a gateway into Newbury, over 60 apartments and 
bungalows have private gardens or large balconies many with views.  
The quirky design of long pitched roofs house mezzanine floors and are 
complimented by the sculptural heads by artist Joseph Hillier.

Sovereign Housing Group

A sweeping design43 44



Private and shared spaces

Night time lightingOverlooking the green
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FITTING-IN
 
Local plans, local vernacular, we adjust to suit the area, that’s 
why we have such a high rate of planning success.
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The Priory, Hungerford

The location enables stunning  vistas for residents at The Priory  which 
combines age restricted housing and extra care. The curved layout 
highlights the views and enabled the preservation of trees on the site. 
Age restricted apartments have winter gardens and large roof terraces.  

The extra care is designed around a central atrium providing natural 
light deep into the building. The front of the main building is at a lower 
level than the back, which is incorporated into the design so bedrooms 
and balconies have the best views and there is easy access to the back 
terrace. A new bat barn for long eared bats sits at the back of the site.

Sovereign Housing Association

Views overlooking an area of outstanding natural beauty49 50
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A mix of outdoor spacesMature trees were retained

Balconies provide private outside space



Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire

The proposed brownfield site development offers an opportunity to create 
high-quality accommodation for the elderly consisting of 59 assisted 
living apartments with eight bungalows and six terraced houses for 
retirement living. Objectives for the scheme included the provision of 
a highly sustainable development with a sense of place and character, 
attractively designed with high-quality materials.

McCarthy & Stone

Traditional horse shoe close55 56



The apartments

The terracesA choice of homes
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Millbrooke Lodge, Gloucestershire

Part of the Gloucestershire County Council care strategy, Millbrook 
lodge is a popular, 80 bed care home. There are four distinct care suites, 
allowing groups of residents to live in comfort with shared lounges, dining 
areas and assisted bathing on hand. The shape maximises the views of 
Cooper’s Hill as well as allowing the creation of interesting, secure and 
sheltered gardens.

The Orders of St John Care Trust 
Bedfordshire Pilgrims Housing Association

Shared spaces



Wheelchair friendly garden 6261

Abundance of fresh airBee loving planted beds



Edwardstow Court, Cheltenham

Sitting within an area of outstanding natural beauty, consideration had to 
be given to the Cotswolds design code and sensitivity towards nature and 
the surrounding local buildings. 

The proposals were developed in the context of an approved outline 
scheme which enabled us to reflect local character and keep mature 
trees.

Generous spaces both inside and out were key, these provide leisure 
and community spaces for future residents. We designed the homes by 
adopting a village street style creating variety in heights and fenestration 
design on a homely scale. The new home links ‘houses’ made with local 
materials with strong sustainable features.

Outside we have suggested mixing meadow grasses in a natural 
environment with mown paths highlighting its rural appeal.

The Orders of St John Care Trust 
Brackley Investments

63 Private gardens 64
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Pedestrian friendlyEclectic plans

Use of traditional locally sourced materials
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Space One Beadon Road
London W6 0EA

020 8237 8200
mail@hunters.co.uk

hunters.co.uk

Hunterslondon  hunterslondon  

Hunters Architects & Building Consultants


